RACER RISK ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND WAIVER
As a racer at a Wannagofast event, I understand that Wannagofast undertakes no analysis of the
safety or any other technical aspect of my vehicle and, therefore, bears no responsibility for any
damage, injury or death which results from a wreck of my car.
I understand that if I “wanna go fast,” then I would be wise to invest in safety equipment before
racing down a paved strip at excessive speed. I understand, however, that so long as I vouch for the
fact that I have had my car technically inspected, I can race. I understand that the risk of proceeding
unwisely is my risk and not the risk of Wannagofast.
I further understand that even with the highest level of safety wisely engineered into my car, injury or
death can occur due to an accident at a Wannagofast event, because the potential for injury or death
is simply part of the physics of me going fast in my car.
I also understand that any safety recommendations made by Wannagofast are just that; Wannagofast
does NOT enforce recommendations. I understand that Wannagofast is not a sanctioning body with
technical specifications or requirements for its racers’ cars. I am aware that there are many such
sanctioning bodies and that if I need technical information about what such sanctioning bodies
recommend for their racers so that I can employ high levels of safety in my car, that I can contact such
organizations for such information.
With regard to choosing whether to race side-by-side with another car, I understand that
Wannagofast does not vouch for the driving skill or temperament (or any other aspect) of the driver
that lines up next to me. I understand that if I want to run solo in order to avoid the risk and
uncertainties associated with an unknown driver of unknown skill driving a car of unknown technical
status that is completely fine. Wannagofast will allow me to run my race solo. In any event, the risk
of the race is mine alone and not Wannagofast’s.
By signing below, I acknowledge the above risks, and as part of the consideration I am paying to
participate in the event, I hereby waive any and all rights to make any claim whatsoever against
Wannagofast, its officers or its agents, in the event of a crash,1 and I agree to sign such further
waivers and releases as may be requested including a separate RELEASE AND WAIVER OF LIABILITY
AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT.
Racer Name Printed: _______________________________________________
Racer Signature:

__________________________________________________

Date: _____________________________
Unless Wannagofast or one of its officers or employees undertook unlawful conduct with the intent to cause
the crash.
1

